
TALBOT

AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering, 

distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless 

and universal, AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing

sound environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable 

packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity 

of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality.

Talbot Slat Back
Side Chair

Talbot Slat Back
Arm Chair

Talbot Rail Back
Side Chair

Talbot Rail Back
Arm Chair

Talbot Splat Back
Side Chair

Talbot Splat Back
Arm Chair

Talbot Slat Back, Rail Back and Splat Back Side Chairs with upholstered seats.
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TALBOT

Contemporary and adaptable, the Talbot chair will blend 

seamlessly within its environment. Sweeping back legs and graceful

attached arms belie the Talbot chair’s enduring construction. 

The Talbot bears the strength required for institutional use while 

providing enough comfort for all other settings. Additionally, the

chair’s generous frame and full arching arms enfold those of all sizes. 

A variety of back options range from a simple, wide back rail, 

to a modern cutout splat, to a traditional slat back. Select

a carved wood saddle seat or an upholstered seat with any 

of the Talbot’s back options. Visit www.agati.com to view more.

S i d e  C h a i r

Talbot Rail Back Arm Chair with upholstered seat and Side Chair in maple, above.

Talbot Slat Back Arm Chair with upholstered seat in dark cherry, left.

Talbot Splat Back Arm Chair

with upholstered seat.


